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Abstract    Social credit assignment is a process of social judgment whereby one sin-

gles out individuals to blame or credit for multi-agent activities.  Such judgments are a 

key aspect of social intelligence and underlie social planning, social learning, natural lan-

guage pragmatics and computational models of emotion.  Based on psychological attribu-

tion theory, this report presents a preliminary computational approach to forming such 

judgments using an agent’s causal knowledge and conversation interactions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. Introduction 
 
In contrast to how causality is used in the physical sciences, people instinctively seek out 
a human actor for their everyday judgments of credit or blame. Such attributions are fun-
damental social explanations involving judgments of not only causality, but also individ-
ual responsibility, free will and mitigating circumstances [Shaver, 1985]. These explana-
tions underlie how we act on and make sense of the social world. They lead to emotional 
expressions of praise or rage. They justify public applause or prison terms. In short, they 
lie at the heart of social intelligence. 
 
With the advance of multi-agent systems, user interfaces, and human-like agents, it is in-
creasingly important to model and reason about this uniquely human-centric form of in-
ference. This report lies out a preliminary computational approach to social credit and 
blame assignment based on psychological attribution theory. We see a number of imme-
diate applications of this model. It can inform social explanations by augmenting tradi-
tional causal explanations with attributions of social judgment (e.g., explaining to a stu-
dent which actor deserves credit or blame for outcomes in a multi-agent training simula-
tion). It can inform social planning by augment traditional causal planners with the ability 
to reason about which actor has the ability to effect change. It can inform social learning, 
by distinguishing praiseworthy behavior from blameworthy one and reinforcing the 
praiseworthy. It can inform theories of natural language as much of human conversation 
centers around strategies for taking credit or deflecting blame. Finally, it is key for under-
standing human emotion, as social emotions such as pride, anger or guilt turn on the as-
sessment of praiseworthiness and blameworthiness [Ortony et al., 1988; Gratch, 2000]. 
 
To be concrete, consider an example from a leadership trainer we are developing [Rickel et 
al., 2002]. The trainee is in command of an infantry platoon, eagle 2-6, in peacekeeping 
operations. His mission is to reinforce another unit, eagle 1-6. In route, one of his vehicles 
seriously injures a civilian and he must balance whether to continue the mission or render 
aid. Many decisions and outcomes are possible. In our example, the trainee decided to split 
his forces, ordering his sergeant to send half of his squads to help eagle 1-6. His sergeant 
responds that this is a bad idea; it will allocate too few forces to either goal, and instead, 
one squad should be sent ahead to scout the route. The trainee overrules this recommenda-
tion. In the end, the trainee finds he has insufficient resources to render aid to the injured 
civilian in a timely manner. The central question addressed here is to assess who, if anyone 
deserves blame for this unfortunate outcome, to what extent to blame the responsible party, 
and how to avoid naïve attributions, such as blaming the squad leaders that actually execute 
the orders. 
 
Individuals may differ in whom they praise or blame in a specific situation, but psy-
chologists and philosophers agree on the broad features underlying such judgments. Did 
someone cause the outcome? Did she intend the act? Did she know the consequences? 
Did she have choice or was she coerced by another agent? In the example, we may infer 
from the conversation that there were alternatives and the trainee coerced the sergeant to 
follow an undesirable course of actions. We can further surmise that the trainee was in-
formed the bad consequence. Baring unknown mitigating factors (e.g. the sergeant al-



ways gave bad advice in the past), we would likely conclude that the trainee is to blame 
for the delay. This example shows that proper assignment of credit or blame in a social 
setting must not only consider actions (both physical acts and speech acts) and knowl-
edge state of different actors, but also need to utilize information available to reason 
about key attributions that contribute to the judgment process. 
 
2.  Attribution Theory for Social Judgment 
 
The question of how people assign social credit or blame has been studied extensively in 
moral philosophy [Williams, 1995], law [Hart & Honore, 1985], and social psychology 
[Shaver, 1985; Weiner, 1995]. Traditions differ to the extent that the models are prescrip-
tive (i.e., what are the “ideal” principles of responsibility and “ideal” mechanism for rea-
soning, for example, legal code or philosophical principles) or descriptive (i.e., what people 
actually do in their judgments). As our primary goal is to inform the design of realistic vir-
tual humans that mimic human communicative and social behavior [Gratch et al., 2002], 
our focus is on descriptive rather than prescriptive models and in particular, the most influ-
ential attributional models of Shaver [1985] and Weiner [1995]. 
 
In Shaver’s model, the assignment of credit or blame is a multi-step process initiated by 
events with positive or negative consequences (see Figure 1). First one assesses causal-
ity, distinguishing between personal versus impersonal causality (i.e., is causal agent a 
person or a force of nature). If personal, the judgment proceeds by assessing key factors: 
was it the actor’s intention to produce the outcome; did the actor foresee its occurrence; 
was the actor forced under coercion (e.g., was the actor acting under orders)? As the last 
step of the process, proper degree of credit or blame is assigned to the responsible agent. 
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Figure 1  The Process model of blame assignment (adapted from Shaver [1985]) 
 
Weiner [1995] uses terms locus of causality, controllability and intentionality instead. If the 
cause of an event is controllable by the actor (as locus of causality), then in the absence of 
mitigation factors, the actor is regarded as responsible for the outcome. Otherwise, if the 
cause is controllable by others (as locus of causality), then other agent is regarded as re-
sponsible. Comparing with intention, controllability is more fundamental as one cannot be 
held responsible for uncontrollable cause but can be held responsible for unintended action 



and unintended consequence of the action. In the latter case, however, one is not judged as 
intensely as when the action and the outcome are intended [Weiner, 2001]. 
 
In this report, we adopt the terminology of Shaver. The mediating variables in Shaver’s 
model reduce the problem of assigning blame or credit to the problem of determining 
whether certain outcome was caused, intended, foreseen and/or coerced. Causality and in-
tention map to standard concepts in agent-based systems, particularly frameworks that 
explicitly represent beliefs, desires and intentions [Bratman, 1987; Grosz & Kraus, 1996]. 
Coercion requires representation of social relationships and understanding of the extent to 
which it limits one’s range of options. For example, one may be ordered to carry out a 
task but to satisfy the order, there may be alternatives that vary in blame or creditworthi-
ness. 
 
In modeling realistic human behavior, we cannot assume that a perceiving agent has privi-
leged access to the mental states of other agents (e.g., intention is private to an agent), so 
the derivation of attribution variables can be nontrivial. In human social interactions, such 
variables are gleaned from a variety of sources: from observation of behavior, from state-
ments made through natural language, from knowledge and models built up through past 
interactions, stereotypes and cultural norms. We show how to infer such information by 
analyzing natural language and causal evidence, making use of agents’ knowledge of ac-
tions and consequences as well as commonsense intuition. 
 
In the remainder of the report, we first introduce the computational representation for the 
work, including representations of plans and attribution variables. Then based on the repre-
sentation, we present the commonsense inferences from communicative events and plan 
features. We also present the back-tracing algorithm and an illustrative example from the 
MRE virtual training scenario. We finally summarize and raise some future work. 
 
3. From Theory to Computational Approach 
 
To inform social judgments, we need to represent knowledge states of agents and core 
conceptual variables underlying attribution theory. We also need to explore how the rep-
resentational primitives are applied in the attribution process to form the judgment result. 
 
3.1 Plan Representation 
 
Causal knowledge is encoded via a hierarchical plan representation. An action consists of 
a set of propositional preconditions, effects and steps. Each action step is either a primi-
tive action (i.e., an action that can be directly executed by an agent) or an abstract action. 
An abstract action may be decomposed hierarchically in multiple ways and each alterna-
tive consists of a sequence of primitive or abstract sub-actions. The likelihood of precon-
ditions and effects is represented by probability values, and the desirability of action ef-
fects (i.e., effects having positive/negative significance to an agent) is represented by util-
ity values [Blythe, 1999]. 
 



A non-decision node (or And-node) is an abstract action that can only be decomposed in 
one way. A decision node (or Or-node), on the other hand, can be decomposed in more 
than one way. In a decision node, an agent needs to make a decision and select among 
different options. If a decision node A can be decomposed in different ways a1, a2, …, an, 
a1, a2, …, an are choices of action A, and a1, a2, …, an are alternatives each other. Clearly, 
a primitive action is a non-decision node, while an abstract action can be either a non-
decision node or a decision node. 
 
Consequences or outcomes (we use the terms as exchangeable in this report) of actions 
are represented as a set of primitive action effects. The consequence set of an action A is 
defined recursively from leaf nodes (i.e., primitive actions) in plan structure to an action 
A as follows. Consequences of a primitive action are those effects with non-zero utility. 
For an abstract action, if the abstract action is a non-decision node, then the consequence 
set of the abstract action is the aggregation of the consequences of its sub-actions. If the 
abstract action is a decision node, we need to differentiate two kinds of consequences. If 
a consequence p of a decision node occurs among all its choices, we call p a common 
consequence of the decision node; otherwise p is a non-common consequence of the 
node. The consequence set of a decision node is defined as the set of its common conse-
quences. 
 
In addition, each action step is associated with a performer (i.e., the agent that performs 
the action) and an agent who has authority over its execution. The performer cannot exe-
cute the action until authorization is given by the authority. This represents the hierarchi-
cal organizational structure of social agents. 
 
3.2 Attribution Variables 
 
Attributional models describe the judgment process in terms of a set of key variables. 
 
Causality refers to the connection between actions and the effects they produce. In our 
approach, causal knowledge is encoded via plan representation. Interdependencies be-
tween actions are represented as a set of causal links and threat relations. Each causal link 
specifies that an effect of an action achieves a particular goal that is a precondition of an-
other action. Threat relations specify that an effect of an action threatens a causal link by 
making the goal unachievable before it is needed.  
 
Foreseeability refers to an agent’s foreknowledge about actions and consequences. We 
use know with bring-about to represent foreseeability. If an agent knows an action brings 
about certain consequence before its execution, then the agent foresees the consequence 
of the action. 
 
Intention is generally conceived as a commitment to work towards certain act or out-
come.  Intending an act (i.e., act intention) is distinguished from intending an outcome of 
an act (i.e., outcome intention) in that the former concerns the action while the latter con-
cerns the consequence of the action. Most theories argue that outcome intention rather 
than act intention is the key factor in determining accountability and intended outcome 



usually deserves more elevated accountability judgments. We use intend with do to rep-
resent act intention, and intend with achieve for outcome intention. We also include indi-
rect intentions in our work. For example, an agent intends an action or a consequence, but 
may not be the actor himself/herself (i.e., by intending another agent to act or achieve the 
consequence), or an agent intends to act but is coerced to do so (see Axiom 1 below). 
 
Similar difference exists in coercion. An agent may be coerced to act (i.e., act coercion) 
yet not be coerced to achieve any outcome of the action (i.e., outcome coercion), depend-
ing on whether the agent has choices in achieving different outcomes among alternatives. 
It is important to differentiate act coercion and outcome coercion, because it is the latter 
that actually influence our judgment of behavior, and is used to determine the responsible 
agent. We use coerce with do to represent act coercion, and coerce with achieve for out-
come coercion. In the case of outcome coercion, the responsible agent for a specific out-
come is the performer or the authority of an action, but the action may not be the primi-
tive one that directly leads to the outcome. 
 
3.3 Primitives 
 
In modeling Shaver and Weiner’s theory, we need to map attribution variables into repre-
sentational features of an agent’s causal interpretation. Here we define a number of spe-
cific primitive features that support this mapping. 
 
Let x and y be different agents. Let A and B be actions and p be a proposition. The fol-
lowing primitives are adopted in system. 
 
(1) and-node(A): A is a non-decision node in plan structure. 
(2) or-node(A): A is a decision node in plan structure. 
(3) alternative(A, B): A and B are alternatives of performing the same higher-level ac-

tion. 
(4) effect(A): Effect set of a primitive action A. 
(5) consequence(A): Consequence set of A. 
(6) common-consequence(A): Common consequence set of A. 
(7) noncom-consequence(A): Non-common consequence set of A. 
(8) performer(A): performing agent of A. 
(9) authority(A): authorizing agent of A. 
(10) know(x, p): x knows p. 
(11) intend(x, p): x intends p. 
(12) coerce(x, y, p): x coerces y the proposition p. 
(13) want(x, p): x wants p. 
(14) bring-about(A, p): A brings about p. 
(15) do(x, A): x does A. 
(16) achieve(x, p): x achieves p. 
(17) responsible(p): Responsible agent for p. 
(18) superior(x): Superior set of x. 
 



3.4 Axioms 
 
We identify the interrelations of attribution variables, expressed as axioms. The axioms 
are used either explicitly as commonsense inference rules for deriving key attribution val-
ues, or implicitly to keep the consistency between different inference rules. 
 
Let x and y be different agents. Let A be an action and p be a proposition. The following 
axioms hold from a rational agent’s perspective (To simplify the logical expressions, we 
omit the universal quantifiers in this report, and substitute A for do( , A) and p for 
achieve( , p) here). 
 
(1) y(coerce(y, x, A))  intend(x, A)  
(2) intend(x, A)  ( y(coerce(y, x, A)))  p(p consequence(A)  intend(x, p)) 
(3) intend(x, p)  A(p consequence(A)  intend(x, A)) 
(4) intend(x, A)  p consequence(A)  intend(x, p)  know(x, bring-about(A, p)) 
 
The first axiom shows that act coercion entails act intention. It means if an agent is co-
erced an action A by another agent, then the coerced agent intends A1. The second and the 
third axioms show the relations between act intention and outcome intention. The second 
one means if an agent intends an action A and the agent is not coerced to do so (i.e. A is a 
voluntary act), then the same agent must intend at least one consequence of A2. The third 
means if an agent intends a consequence p, the same agent must intend at least one action 
that has p as a consequence3. Note that in both axioms, intending an action or a conse-
quence includes the case that an agent intends another agent to act or achieve the conse-
quence. The last one shows the relation between intention and foreseeability. It means if 
an agent intends an action A to achieve a consequence p of A, the same agent must know 
that A brings about p. 
 
3.5 Attribution Process and Rules 
 
Social credit assignment focuses on consequences with personal significance to an agent. 
This evaluation is always from the perspective of a perceiving agent and based on the at-
tribution values acquired by the individual perceiver. As different perceivers have differ-
ent preferences, different observations, and different knowledge and beliefs, it may well 
be the case that for the same situation, different perceivers form different judgments. 
 
Nevertheless, the attribution process and rules are general, and applied uniformly to dif-
ferent perceivers. Following the implication of attribution theory, we use coercion to de-
termine the responsible agent for credit or blameworthiness, and intention and foresee-
ability for assigning the intensity of credit/blame. 

                                                 
1 The notion of intention in this axiom is not identical to those typically found in literatures, as here it is 
applied to coercive situations. This sense of intention is supported by [Shaver, 1985] and [Malle & Knobe, 
1997]. 
2 Given that the consequence set of A is non-empty. 
3 This axiom may not be true in general cases. Here we apply it to the restrictive context of after action 
evaluation, where actions have been executed and the consequence has occurred. 



 
If an action performed by an agent brings about positive/negative consequence, and the 
agent is not coerced to achieve the consequence, then credit/blame is assigned to the per-
former of the action. Otherwise, assign credit/blame to the authority. If the authority is 
also coerced, the process needs to be traced further to find the responsible agent for the 
consequence. The back-tracing algorithm for finding the responsible agent will be given 
in Section 5. 
 
Rule 1:  If   <consequence>  of  <action>  is  positive/negative   and 

<performer>  is  not coerced  the  <consequence> 
 Then   Assign  blame/credit  to the  <performer> 

Rule 2:  If   <consequence>  of  <action>  is  positive/negative   and 
<performer>  is  coerced  the  <consequence> 

 Then   Assign  blame/credit  to the  <responsible agent> 
 
We adopt a simple categorical model of intensity assignment, though one could readily 
extend the model to a numeric value by incorporating probabilistic rules of inference. If 
the responsible agent intends the consequence while acting, the intensity assigned is high. 
If the responsible agent does not foresee the consequence, the intensity is low. 
 
4. Commonsense Inference 
 
Judgments of causality, foreseeability, intentionality and coercion are informed by dia-
logue and causal evidence. Some theories have formally addressed subsets of this judg-
ment task. For example, [Sadek, 1990] addresses the relationship between dialogue and 
inferences of belief and intention. These theories have not tended to consider coercion. 
Rather than trying to synthesize and extend such theories, we introduce a small number 
of commonsense rules that, via a justification-based truth maintenance system (JTMS), 
allow an agent to make inferences based on this evidence. 
 
4.1 Dialogue Inference 
 
Conversational dialogue between agents is a rich source of information for deriving val-
ues of attribution variables. In a conversational dialogue, a speaker and a hearer ex-
change information alternatively. When a speech act [Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969, 1979] 
is performed, a perceiving agent (who can be one of the participating agents or another 
agent) makes inferences based on observed conversation and current beliefs. As the con-
versation proceeds, beliefs are formed and updated accordingly. 
 
Assume conversations between agents are grounded [Traum, 1994] and they conform to 
Grice’s maxims of Quality4 and Relevance5 [Grice, 1975]. Social information (agents’ 
social roles, relationship, etc) is also important, for example, an order can be successfully 
issued only to a subordinate, but a request can be made of any agent. 

                                                 
4 The Quality maxim states that one ought to provide true information in conversation. 
5 The Relevance maxim states that one’s contribution to conversation ought to be pertinent in context. 



 
Let x and y be different agents. Let p and q be propositions and t be the time stamp. For 
our purpose, we analyze following speech acts that help infer agents’ desires, intentions, 
foreknowledge and choices in acting. 
 
(1) inform(x, y, p, t): x informs y that p at t. 
(2) request(x, y, p, t): x requests y that p at t. 
(3) order(x, y, p, t): x orders y that p at t. 
(4) accept(x, p, t): x accepts p at t. 
(5) reject(x, p, t): x rejects p at t. 
(6) counter-propose(x, p, q, t): x counters p and proposes q at t. 
 
We have designed commonsense rules that allow perceiving agents to infer from dialogue 
patterns. These rules are general. Hence, they can be combined flexibly and applied to 
variable-length dialogue sequences with multiple participants. 
 
Let z be a perceiving agent. If at time t1, a speaker (s) informs a hearer (h) that p, then after 
t1, a perceiving agent can infer that both the speaker and the hearer know that p as long as 
there is no intervening contradictory belief. 
 
Rule 3: inform(s, h, p, t1)  t1<t3  ( t2(t1<t2<t3  believe(z, know(s, p) know(h, 

p), t2)))  believe(z, know(s, p) know(h, p), t3) 
 
A request gives evidence of the speaker’s desire (or want). An order gives evidence of the 
speaker’s intent. 
 
Rule 4: request(s, p, t1)  t1<t3  ( t2(t1<t2<t3  believe(z, want(s, p), t2)))  be-

lieve(z, want(s, p), t3) 

Rule 5: order(s, p, t1)  t1<t3  ( t2(t1<t2<t3  believe(z, intend(s, p), t2)))  be-
lieve(z, intend(s, p), t3) 

 
The hearer may accept, reject or counter-propose. If the speaker wants (or intends) and the 
hearer accepts, it can be inferred that the hearer intends. An agent can accept via speech or 
action execution. If the hearer accepts what the superior wants (or intends), there is evi-
dence of coercion. 
 
Rule 6: believe(z, want/intend(s, p), t1)  accept(h, p, t2)  s superior(h)  t1<t2<t4  

( t3(t2<t3<t4  believe(z, intend(h, p), t3)))  believe(z, intend(h, p), t4) 

Rule 7: believe(z, want/intend(s, p), t1)  accept(h, p, t2)  s superior(h)  t1<t2<t4  
( t3(t2<t3<t4  believe(z, coerce(s, h, p), t3)))  believe(z, coerce(s, h, p), t4) 

 
In the rules above, if act coercion is true, act intention can be deduced from Axiom 1. 
 
If the speaker wants (or intends) and the hearer rejects, infer that the hearer does not intend. 
 



Rule 8: believe(z, want/intend(s, p), t1)  reject(h, p, t2)  t1<t2<t4  ( t3(t2<t3<t4  
believe(z, intend(h, p), t3)))  believe(z, intend(h, p), t4) 

 
If the hearer counters acting A and proposes acting B instead, both the speaker and the 
hearer are believed to know that A and B are alternatives. It is also believed that the hearer 
does not want A and wants B instead. 
 
Rule 9: counter-propose(h, do(h, A), do(h, B), t1)  t1<t3  ( t2(t1<t2<t3  believe(z, 

know(h, alternative(A, B)) know(s, alternative(A, B)), t2)))  believe(z, 
know(h, alternative(A, B)) know(s, alternative(A, B)), t3) 

Rule 10:  counter-propose(h, p, q, t1)  t1<t3  ( t2(t1<t2<t3  believe(z, want(h, 
p) want(h, q), t2)))  believe(z, want(h, p) want(h, q), t3) 

 
If the speaker has known that two actions are alternatives and still requests (or orders) 
one of them, infer that the speaker intends the chosen action instead of the alternative. 
The beliefs that the speaker intends the chosen action can be deduced from Rules 4&5.  
 
Rule 11:  believe(z, know(s, alternative(A, B)), t1)  request/order(s, do(h, A), t2)  

t1<t2<t4  ( t3(t2<t3<t4  believe(z, intend(s, do(h, B)), t3)))  believe(z, 
intend(s, do(h, B)), t4) 

 
4.2 Causal Inference 
 
Causal knowledge encoded in plan representation also helps derive values of attribution 
variables. Different agent may have access to different plans in memory. While plans are 
specific to certain domain, the structure and features of plans can be described using do-
main-independent terms such as action types, alternatives and action effects. We adopt the 
hierarchical task formalism that differentiates action types, explicitly expresses conse-
quences of alternatives, and separates common consequences of an action from its non-
common ones. 
 
An agent’s foreknowledge can be derived simply by checking primitive action effects. If a 
consequence p is an effect of a primitive action A, then the agents involved (i.e., the per-
former and the authority) should know that A brings about p. 
 
Rule 12:  p effect(A)  believe(z, know(performer(A), bring-about(A, p))) 

p effect(A)  believe(z, know(authority(A), bring-about(A, p))) 
 
Outcome intent can be partially inferred from evidence of act intent and comparative fea-
tures of consequence sets of action alternatives. According to Axiom 2, if an agent intends 
a voluntary action A, the agent must intend at least one consequence of A. If A has only 
one consequence p, then the agent is believed to intend p. In more general cases, when an 
action has multiple consequences, in order to identify whether a specific outcome is in-
tended or not, a perceiver may examine alternatives the agent intends and does not in-
tend, and compare the consequences of intended and unintended alternatives. 



  
If an agent intends an action A voluntarily and does intend its alternative B, we can infer 
that the agent either intends (at least) one consequence that only occurs in A or does not 
intend (at least) one consequence that only occurs in B, or both. If the consequence set of 
A is a subset of that of B, the rule can be simplified. As there is no consequence of A not 
occurring in the consequence set of B, we can infer that the agent does not intend (at 
least) one consequence that only occurs in B. In particular, if there is only one conse-
quence p of B that does not occur in the consequence set of A, infer that the agent does 
not intend p. 
 
Rule 13:  believe(z, intend(x, A) intend(x, B) ( y(coerce(y, x, A))))  alternative(A, B) 

 consequence(A) consequence(B)  p(p consequence(A)  p consequence 
(B)  believe(z, intend(x, p))) 

 
On the other hand, given the same context that an agent intends an action A and does not 
intend its alternative B, if the consequence set of B is a subset of that of A, infer that the 
agent intends (at least) one consequence that only occurs in A. In particular, if there is only 
one consequence p of A that does not occur in the consequence set of B, the agent must in-
tend p. 
 
Rule 14:  believe(z, intend(x, A) intend(x, B) ( y(coerce(y, x, A))))  alternative(A, B) 

 consequence(B) consequence(A)  p(p consequence(A)  p consequence 
(B)  believe(z, intend(x, p))) 

 
Outcome coercion can be properly inferred from evidence of act coercion and consequence 
sets of different action types. In a non-decision node (i.e., and-node), if an agent is coerced 
to act, the agent is also coerced to achieve the consequences of sub-actions, for the agent 
has no other choice. 
 
Rule 15:  y(believe(z, coerce(y, x, A))  and-node(A)  p consequence(A)  believe(z, 

coerce(y, x, p))) 
 
In a decision node (i.e., or-node), however, an agent must make decision amongst multi-
ple choices. Even if an agent is coerced to act, it does not follow that the agent is coerced 
to achieve a specific consequence of subsequent actions. In order to infer outcome coer-
cion, we examine the choices at a decision node. If an outcome is a common consequence 
of every alternative, then it is unavoidable and thus outcome coercion is true. Otherwise, 
if an outcome is a non-common consequence of the alternatives, then the agent has option 
to choose an alternative to avoid this outcome and thus outcome coercion is false. Our 
definition of consequence set ensures the consistency when the rules are applied to ac-
tions at different levels of plan structure. 
 
Rule 16:  y(believe(z, coerce(y, x, A))  or-node(A)  p common-consequence(A)  be-

lieve(z, coerce(y, x, p))) 
Rule 17:  y(believe(z, coerce(y, x, A))  or-node(A)  p noncom-consequence(A)  be-

lieve(z, coerce(y, x, p))) 



5. Back-Tracing Algorithm 
 
We have developed a back-tracing algorithm for evaluating the responsible agent for a 
specific consequence. The evaluation process starts from the primitive action that directly 
causes a consequence with positive or negative utility. Since coercion may occur in more 
than one level in hierarchical plan structure, the process must trace from the primitive 
action to the higher-level actions. We use a back-tracing algorithm to find the responsible 
agent. The algorithm takes as input some desirable or undesirable consequence of a 
primitive action (step 1) and works up the task hierarchy. During each pass through the 
main loop (step 2), the algorithm initially assigns default values to the variables (step 
2.2). Then apply dialog rules to infer variable values at the current level (step 2.3). If 
there is evidence that the performer was coerced to act (step 2.4), the algorithm proceeds 
by applying plan inference rules (step 2.5). If there is outcome coercion (step 2.6), the 
authority is deemed responsible (step 2.7). If current action is not the root node in plan 
structure and outcome coercion is true, the algorithm enters next loop and evaluates the 
next level up in the task hierarchy. 
 
Algorithm (consequence, plan structure): 
1. parent = A, where consequence is an effect of action A 
2. DO  

2.1 node = parent 
2.2 coerce(authority(node), performer(node), node) = unknown 

coerce(authority(node), performer(node), consequence) = unknown  
responsible(consequence) = performer(node) 

2.3 Search dialog history on node and apply dialog inference rules 
2.4 IF   coerce(authority(node), performer(node), node)   THEN 
2.5 apply plan inference rules on node 
2.6 IF   coerce(authority(node), performer(node), consequence)   THEN 
2.7 responsible(consequence) = authority(node) 
2.8 parent = P, where P is the parent of node in plan structure 

WHILE   parent  root of plan structure   AND  
coerce(authority(node), performer(node), consequence) is true 

3. RETURN   responsible(consequence) 
 
After the execution of the algorithm, the responsible agent for the outcome is determined. 
Meanwhile, through applying inference rules, the algorithm also acquires values of inten-
tion and foreknowledge about the agents. The variable values are then used by the attri-
bution rules (Rules 1&2) to assign credit or blame to the responsible agent with proper 
intensity. 
 
Events may lead to more than one desirable/undesirable consequence. For evaluating 
multiple consequences, we can apply the algorithm the same way, focusing on one con-
sequence each time during its execution. Then, to form an overall judgment, the results 
can be aggregated and grouped by the responsible agents. 
 



6. Illustrative Example 
 
We are developing this work in the context of the Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE) 
leadership trainer [Rickel et al., 2002]. We focus on three social actors, the student, the 
sergeant and the squad leader, who work as a team in task performance.  The student is a 
human trainee and acts as an authority over the sergeant. The squad leader acts as a sub-
ordinate of the sergeant. Conversations between agents are represented via speech acts 
and a dialogue history as in the MRE. 
 
Take the sergeant’s perspective as an example. The sergeant perceives the conversation 
between the actors and task execution (see the dialogue segment below). The example is 
extracted from an actual run of the system. Details on how this negotiation is automati-
cally generated and how natural language is mapped into speech acts can be found in 
[Traum et al., 2003]. 
 
Student: Sergeant. Send two squads forward. 
Sergeant:  That is a bad idea, sir.  We shouldn’t split our forces.  Instead we 

should send one squad to recon forward. 
Student: Send two squads forward. 
Sergeant: Against my recommendation, sir.  Lopez! Send first and fourth squads 

to Eagle 1-6’s location. 
Lopez: Yes, sir.  Squads! Mount up!  
 
Dialogue history includes the following acts, ordered by the time the speakers addressed 
them (std, sgt and sld stand for the student, the sergeant and the squad leader, respec-
tively. t1<t2<…<t6). 
 
(1) order(std, do(sgt, two-sqds-fwd), t1) 
(2) inform(sgt, std, bring-about(two-sqds-fwd, unit-fractured), t2) 
(3) counter-propose(sgt,, do(sgt, two-sqds-fwd), do(sgt, one-sqd-fwd), t3) 
(4) order(std, do(sgt, two-sqds-fwd), t4) 
(5) accept(sgt, do(sgt, two-sqds-fwd), t5) 
(6) order(sgt, do(sld, 1st-and-4th-to-celic), t6) 

··· ··· 
 
To simplify the example, we illustrate part of the task structure from the MRE scenario 
and evaluate one of the negative consequences, though we can generally apply the ap-
proach here to more complex judgments. The sergeant has access to a partial plan (see 
Figure 2), where one squad forward and two squads forward are two choices of action 
support eagle-1-6. One squad forward is composed of two primitive actions, 4th squad 
(recon) forward and remaining (squads) forward. Two squads forward consists of 1st and 
4th (squads) to celic and 2nd and 3rd (squads) to celic. Two action effects are salient to the 
sergeant, (eagle) 1-6 supported and unit fractured. 1-6 supported is a desirable team goal. 
Assume the sergeant assigns negative utility to unit fractured and this consequence serves 
as input to the back-tracing algorithm. We illustrate how to find the blameworthy agent 
given the sergeant’s task knowledge and observations. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2  Team plan from the sergeant’s perspective 
 
Loop 1: The algorithm starts from primitive action 1st-and-4th-to-celic, of which unit-
fractured is an effect. The sergeant perceived that the squad leader performed the action. 

Step 2.2: Initially, coerce(sgt, sld, 1st-and-4th-to-celic) and coerce(sgt, sld, unit-fractured) 
are unknown. Assign the squad leader to the responsible agent. 

Step 2.3: Relevant dialogue history is act 6. Since the sergeant ordered the squad leader 
the act, apply Rule 5. The algorithm infers that the sergeant believes he intended the 
squad leader to act. Since the squad leader accepted by executing the action and the ser-
geant is the superior, apply Rule 7. The sergeant believes that he coerced the squad 
leader to act. 

Step 2.4 2.5: Since coerce(sgt, sld, 1st-and-4th-to-celic) is true and the primitive action is 
an and-node, apply Rule 15 . The sergeant believes he coerced the squad leader to frac-
ture the unit. Since unit-fractured is an effect of the primitive action, apply Rule 12. The 
sergeant believes that both he and the squad leader knew the action bringing about unit-
fractured. 

Step 2.6 2.7: Since coerce(sgt, sld, unit-fractured) is true, assign the sergeant to the re-
sponsible agent. The sergeant believes that he is responsible for unit-fractured and he has 
the foreknowledge while acting. 

Since parent node is not the root of plan structure and outcome coercion is true, the algo-
rithm enters next loop. 
 

Support Eagle 1Support Eagle 1--66
Authority: Authority: stdstd
Performer: Performer: stdstd

One Squad ForwardOne Squad Forward
Authority: Authority: stdstd
Performer: Performer: sgtsgt

44thth Squad ReconSquad Recon
Authority: Authority: sgtsgt
Performer: Performer: sldsld

Remaining FwdRemaining Fwd
Authority: Authority: sgtsgt
Performer: Performer: sldsld

Two squads ForwardTwo squads Forward
Authority: Authority: stdstd
Performer: Performer: sgtsgt

11stst & 4& 4thth FwdFwd
Authority: Authority: sgtsgt
Performer: Performer: sldsld

22ndnd & 3& 3rdrd FwdFwd
Authority: Authority: sgtsgt
Performer: Performer: sldsld

ANDAND ANDAND

OROR

Route SecureRoute Secure 11--6 6 supportedsupported

Unit fracturedUnit fractured

11--6 6 supportedsupported Not fracturedNot fractured



Loop 2: The action is two-sqds-fwd, performed by the sergeant. Relevant dialogue history 
is sequence 1 5. A variety of beliefs can be inferred from commonsense rules by analyz-
ing the task structure and conversation history. The results are given below. 
 
(1) believe(sgt, intend(std, do(sgt, two-sqds-fwd)))             (act 1 or 4, rule 5) 
(2) believe(sgt, know(sgt, bring-about(two-sqds-fwd, unit-fractured))) (act 2, rule 3) 
(3) believe(sgt, know(std, bring-about(two-sqds-fwd, unit-fractured))) (act 2, rule 3) 
(4) believe(sgt, know(sgt, alternative(one-sqd-fwd, two-sqds-fwd))) (act 3, rule 9) 
(5) believe(sgt, know(std, alternative(one-sqd-fwd, two-sqds-fwd))) (act 3, rule 9) 
(6) believe(sgt, want(sgt, do(sgt, two-sqds-fwd)))   (act 3, rule 10) 
(7) believe(sgt, want(sgt, do(sgt, one-sqd-fwd)))    (act 3, rule 10) 
(8) believe(sgt, intend(std, do(sgt, one-sqd-fwd)))         (act 4, result 5, rule 11) 
(9) believe(sgt, coerce(std, sgt, two-sqds-fwd))          (act 5, result 1, rule 7) 
(10) believe(sgt, coerce(std, sgt, unit-fractured))          (act 5, result 9, rule 15) 
 
After loop 2, the sergeant believes the student coerced him to fracture the unit (Result 
10). So the student is responsible for the outcome. 
 
Loop 3: The action is support-eagle-1-6, performed by the student.  There is no relevant 
dialogue in history. The initial values and the responsible agent are as default. There is no 
clear evidence of coercion, so the sergeant believes that the student is the responsible 
agent.  Parent node is the root of plan.  The algorithm terminates. 
 
Now the sergeant also believes that the student intended to send two squads forward and 
did not intend to send one squad forward (Results 1&8). Since the consequence set of 
one-sqd-fwd (i.e., 1-6-supported) is a subset of that of two-sqds-fwd (i.e., 1-6-supported 
and unit-fractured), apply rule 14. The sergeant believes that the student intended unit-
fractured and foresaw the outcome (Result 3), so the student is to blame for unit-
fractured with high intensity. 
 
7. Summary and Future Work 
 
Based on psychological attribution theory, this report presents a preliminary computational 
approach to social credit assignment. The problem is central in social psychology and so-
cial cognition. With the development of human-like agent systems, it is increasingly impor-
tant for computer-based systems to model this human-centric form of social inference. Our 
work attempts to help bridge between psychological accounts and computational realiza-
tion by means of AI methods. Rather than impose arbitrary rules on the judgment process, 
our work relies on commonsense heuristics of human inference from conversation commu-
nication and causal representation of agents. Our treatments are domain-independent and 
thus can be used as a general approach to the problem. 
 
This work is still in its early stages. The current implementation has focused on simple 
commonsense rules in contrast to the more rigorous, often non-monotonic theories typi-
cally explored in models of beliefs and intentions. Our sense is that these rules are suffi-
cient for our practical applications, more efficient, though they are less general than those 



more formal methods. Our future work must explore more deeply the relationship between 
these approaches. The model must also be extended before it can be fully integrated into 
our existing applications. To deal with uncertainty in observations and judgment process, 
we must incorporate probabilistic reasoning. For modeling more complex multi-agent 
teamwork, we need to consider joint responsibility and sharing responsibility among 
teammates (the current model assumes one agent has sole responsibility). Some inference 
rules are too restrictive and need to make better use of plan knowledge, particularly consid-
ering how preconditions and effects indirectly limit one’s choices in acting. As our task 
representation has already encoded information about action preconditions and effects, this 
should be a natural extension of our existing methods. 
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